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INTRODUCTION

Origins

It is always proper to start at the beginning, and since all science is a result of mankind's
observation of nature, this puts us with Og and Zog in a cave somewhere. If we recall the welcome
warmth of the sun as it breaks through the clouds on a chilly grey day, or barking our shin on
something as we stumble around in the dark, it is pretty certain that the great giver of light and heat
would be of profound importance to Og and Zog. It is not too much to imagine that they would look
upon the vanishing of the sun each evening with regret if not apprehension, the pale moon when it
shone a poor substitute. Of even more concern would be the approach of the winter solstice, with
the ever decreasing daylight hours. Was the sun on a journey from whence it was never to return?
One can readily imagine the relief when this frightening time was past and the days noticeably
lengthened. I must confess to sharing this relief with Og and Zog, even though I know it is still some
time before the pleasant spring climate will replace the harshness that is winter.
 

And so with observation came the stirrings of science. And so with wonderment and fear
came the stirrings of religion. The ancient field of astronomy developed with the worship of the
gods. In the place and time of the pharaohs, Ra or Re the god of the sun was of such importance that
these rulers of ancient Egypt claimed to be its descendants. It is interesting to note that in the
languages of Spain, Portugal and Italy, ruler is rey, rei and re, and of course was rex in Latin.
Presumably the French roi is also related, and in this regard it may be remembered that the term sun
king was applied in the time of the Bourbons. To this list may be added the Sanskrit word raj, the
word raja used on the subcontinent, and the Babylonian rab (master) and its associated rabbi. Indeed
it is known that the Latin rex is derived from raj, and clearly there was a common Indo-European
root with middle eastern connection now lost in the mists of time .

A beautiful and inspiring sight to behold is that presented by the shafts of sunlight penetrating
a cloud layer here and there streaming down to make a hillside glow against an inky backdrop. The
shafts of light have been called beams and, more to the point of our present consideration, rays. To
the Romans the word for a  ray from the sun was radius. This precedes the meaning of one half the
diameter of a circle which only appeared in Roman writings of the first century B.C. In seventeenth
century scientific writing in Latin the term radio was also used for ray. The first use in English of
the geometrical term was by Thomas Hobbes in the 17th century. The term radiation appears to have
been first used in the middle of the sixteenth century. It is specifically used by the Elizabethan
philosopher John Dee in 1570 with respect to light.

While the regular behaviour of the sun and moon and the fixed patterns of the stars
presumably inspired awe in Og and Zog, it is quite likely that the random spontaneity of that lovely
phenomenon. the rainbow, engendered the same delight that it does to-day. Appreciation was shown
by the Greeks, in granting this phenomenon goddess status as Iris. When Og and Zog first gazed on
this dispersion of sunlight, appearing perhaps after an early summer shower, they were making
mankind's first observation of a spectrum, as well as determining the direction to a pot of gold of
course. The word spectrum derives from Latin for appearance. It is certainly possible that dispersive
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effects may also have been noticed with the fascination of gemstones later on. While the fabrication
of glass goes back over 10000 years, and was developed to a fine art in ancient Egypt, it seems that
transparency was not achieved until the early Christian era. Dispersive effects were commented on
by the Roman statesman amd philosopher Seneca (4B.C.-65 A.D.)in his Naturales Quaestiones.
Using a spherical vial filled with water, DesCartes simulated the rainbow effect in 1637. Apparently
this had previously been done by Witelow in the 13th century. DesCartes preceeds the description
of this experiment by an explanation of reflection in terms of a tennis ball bouncing from the rigid
surface of the earth, and refraction in terms of the perturbation of rectilinear motion caused when a
ball encounters and breaks through a surface of cloth. The concensus at the time was that the
spectrum was only an edge phenomenum to an otherwise white beam of light. It remained for
Newton in his 1672 publication to demonstrate conclusively that white light was the superposition
of the spectral components.

As Og and Zog had so enjoyed the warmth of the sun, they decided it would be nice to keep
warm on those cold nights when Ra had deserted them. This they did with a fire, mankind's first
attempt at controlling the environment. They noticed as did their descendants that apparently light
and heat went to-gether. Pondering this same situation led Herschel to the next major discovery
regarding the sun's spectrum in 1800. Herschel used a prism and thermometers to measure the rate
of temperature rise induced as a function of wave-length, finding this to be greatest at the red end
of the spectrum. He also observed even greater heating in the region beyond the red and so
discovered the infrared region. In his presentation to the Royal Society he refers to radiant heat, a
term he describes to another famous author-who unfortunately he does not name. The introduction
of this term seems to be ascribed to the Swiss scientist Pictet by Rumford. Herschel also showed that
these rays were produced by terrestrial heat sources, and that they obeyed the laws of reflection and
refraction. A few years later, Johann Ritter demonstrated the existence of the ultraviolet region by
its ability to induce the photochemical reduction of AgCl. For some reason the tremendous
importance of these results does not seem to have been emphasized. They established first that the
electromagnetic spectrum contained components not visible to the eye and second the possibility of
other yet undetected radiations. The term radiation was introduced by Rumford in his treatise entitled
"Inquiry concerning the Nature of Heat, and the Mode of its Communication", read before the Royal
Society, Feb.2 1804. In this context radiation was understood as a process of heat transfer, which as
Rumford had shown could occur in vacuuo.

There is of course another random and spontaneous phenomenon sometimes associated with
rain. The spectacular violence of lightning and the associated thunder are in stark contrast to the
rainbow. One can only imagine the reaction of Zog and Og as they first witnessed this manifestation
of the electrical force through conduction in air. In the period 1785-1787 Coulomb reported on the
observation of and subsequent quantitative investigation of the leakage of charge from objects
ostensibly isolated in air. He found the process to be exponential with a characteristic time constant
for dry air. This observation launched a series of investigations on the conduction of electricity
through gases in general, and air in particular which were to have profound consequences a little over
a century later.

In the next 7 decades a large body of knowledge regarding the properties of electricity and
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magnetism was amassed. This was elegantly and concisely summarized by Maxwell in the 4
equations of electromagnetic theory. A crucial development was the demonstration of the production
of electromagnetic waves by resonant circuits in a series of thorough experiments by Hertz. In 1888
he reported on the determination of a 9m wavelength in air for a circuit with an oscillation period
of 2.8x10-8s giving a velocity of 3.2x108m/s. In a translation Hertz is quoted as stating "The
experiments described appear to me, at any rate, eminently adapted to remove any doubt as to the
identity of light, radiant heat and electromagnetic wave-motion."  This result was extremely
important for several reasons. In the narrow sense it provided experimental confirmation of
Maxwell's equations, which themselves expressed the belief of Faraday and others that light
corresponded to "electric vibrations". It also showed that a wide spectrum of electromagnetic
radiations existed with frequencies sensibly as low as zero (as a limit) reaching as high as correspond
to the ultraviolet region first observed by Ritter. There was no reason to believe there was an upper
limit. It also seemed to be the culmination of the old particle-wave controversy.

Zog and Og had of course observed wave motion when the wind blew across the surface of
the nearby pond, and taken delight in the regularities of the patterns produced and the play of
reflected sunlight which often emphasized them. With the development by their descendents of
stringed instruments in particular, came the observation of standing waves, and the connection
between vibrations and sound.  Pythagoras was the first to investigate the systematics of such
resonant modes. Boethius (ca 500B.C.) explicitly draws the analogy between sound propogation and
waves on the surface of a pool of water. Aristotle describes an echo as a reflection and implies sound
and light are the same form of motion. Speculation that light was associated with wave motion was
clearly enunciated by Hooke who had independently observed diffraction in the seventeenth century,
in his Micrographia (1665) and Grimaldi in his Physico-mathesis de Lumine of the same year. Oddly
despite the fact that both of these scientists observed diffraction, Newton seems to have refused to
accept its existence. Huygens also adopted the wave theory and was able to show it was consistent
with observations on geometrical optics, and in particular Fermat's principle. Young and Fresnel
provided conclusive evidence. It was Faraday who then speculated that the wave was of
electromagnetic origin.

Ironically, in the course of his experiments, Hertz discovered the photoelectric effect, which
ultimately led to the viewpoint of wave-particle duality. 

Coulomb's observation of the conductivity of air was to have profound circumstances. In a
presentation to the Royal Society in 1879 Crookes described an experiment in which charge
remained for several months in a very high vacuum. These studies were to lead to the observation
of conduction and the gas discharge in rarefied gases, in the famous Crookes' tube. Among the
phenomena observed were the cathode rays, an emanation from the negative electron which could
cast shadows. In 1895, at Wurzburg, while experimenting with cathode rays Roentgen observed the
fluorescence of a barium platinocyanide screen, indicating the existence of a form of radiation
emanating from the tube. In a series of careful experiments he was able to determine many properties
of the radiation, the most notable of which was the great penetrating power. He referred to these as
X-rays, using the standard algebraic letter for the unknown. A second important attribute was their
ability to increase the conductivity of air. In this respect, Roentgen had discovered a new class of
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radiation, referred to as ionizing radiation. The precise definition of this term is radiation with energy
greater than 12.4 eV, the energy required to ionise the water molecule. For electromagnetic radiation
ionising radiation is characterized by wave lengths less than 100 nm.

It was not until 1912 when Laue, Friedrich and Knipping observed diffraction by crystals and
were able to determine a wavelength estimate. The incorporation of X-rays into the electromagnetic
spectrum was a profound discovery. The work of Hertz had indicated that electromagnetic radiation
extended downward to the bounded limit of zero frequency. Roentgen now opened up the
philosophical possibility of the spectrum extending without limit to infinite frequency.

In 1896, the year following Roentgen's announcement, another momentous discovery was
made, this time in Paris by a member of a famous French scientific family, A.Henri Becquerel. His
father had performed research on phosphorence in, among other things, uranium compounds. His
son now announced that uranium potassium sulphate emitted penetrating radiations, which he soon
showed were not connected with the phosphorence, but were capable of ionizing gases. And so the
ninteenth century ended as it had begun, with the discovery of two new forms of radiation. Moreover
the discoveries exemplified the two basic methods by which ionizing radiation is normally produced.
These are through generation in a machine, or accelarator, and by the use of radioactive sources.
From the perspective of modern medicine, one might argue that the former represents the birth of
radiology, the latter, of nuclear medicine. Both represent the initial steps toward radiation therapy.

Becquerel's discovery was unique in two ways, although only one was immediately
recognized. This was that the discovery showed  ionizing radiation to be a part of the natural
environment, and that all life had commenced and evolved in its presence. The second, which
awaited future developments for clarification is that the radiation was, in part at least distinctive in
not being associated with the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Of course this was not the first observation of the effects of ionizing radiation. Zog and Og
had done this eons past, when they stared in wonderment at the eerie shimmering glow on a
moonless night arising from the north, now referred to as the aurora borealis. Unfortunately for their
descendants, they so no real purpose in keeping a diary. Apparently the phenomenon was noted by
early Greek and Roman authors. More remarkable is the observation of thermoluminescence by
Gilbert, the physician to Elizabeth I. And of course the conductivity of free air noted by Coulomb
is also a prior observation.

Rutherford initially classified the radiation into two classes of differing penetrating power
which he designated as α- and β-radiation in order of increasing power. Further progress on the
radiations associated with radioactivity followed from the work of M.Curie, who first showed that
the activity in pure uranium compounds was strictly related to the mass of uranium, and then that
the activity of uranium minerals per unit mass of uranium was about 5 times greater than for pure
uranium, indicating the presence of other radioactive elements. The ultimate isolation of radium in
1898 gave researchers a source with a specific activity about 2 million times greater than that of
uranium.    
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In 1900 Becquerel identified the &-rays as high energy electrons. In the same year, Villard
demonstrated the existence of a third more penetrating radiation, which he correctly suggested was
electromagnetic in nature. It appears that the designation γ-radiation was suggested by Rutherford.
In 1903, Rutherford showed the charge to mass ratio of the α-particles was consistent with that of
doubly ionized helium. Spectroscopic confirmation was made by Rutherford and Royds in 1909. 

Coulomb's observation of air conductivity was now to lead in a somewhat different path.
Since it was now known that the earth is radioactive, the conductivity could be explained by the
existence of terrestrial radiation fields present in the air. It was of interest therefore to determine any
conductivity which might exist in the absence of such fields. In 1903, studies by Rutherford, Cooke,
and M'Clennan and Burton, all showed that shielding with lead could only reduce the conductivity
by about 30%. In 1910 Wulf observed the conductivity measured at the top of the Eiffel tower was
reduced by 64%, but this was less than expected. In 1911 Hess made observations in a ballon. He
found that after an initial decrease the conductivity began to rise with altitude, and concluded he had
observed an extra-terrestrial source of radiation. This provided conclusive evidence for cosmic
radiation.  

Because of their great penetrating power. cosmic rays were first thought to be
electromagnetic radiation. In 1929 Skobelzyn obtained evidence both that the cosmic rays consisted
of charged particles and that they ocurred in showers. With the discovery by Neddermeyer and
Anderson in 1938 that one component of the cosmic rays consists of an unstable particle, the muon,
yet another new feature was established. In contrast to our familiar sunlight, the general picture
emerges in which it is necessary to consider not just energy, but charge, mass and lifetime in
characterizing the radiation.

An important advance was made in the period 1930-1932 in experiments in which α-particles
from polonium were directed onto targets of Be.  In 1930 Bothe and Becker observed the production
of radiation more penetrating than any so far observed. In 1932 Mme Joliot-Curie and F.Joliot
observed that the ionizing power was increased by the presence of hydrogenous material. They
established that the effect was due to the production of recoiling protons produced by the unknown
radiation, which they interpreted to be high energy γ-rays. In 1932 Chadwick extended the
experiments and showed that the radiation was in fact neutrons rather than γ-rays. This was the first
radiation field produced by a nuclear reaction. It was also unique in being, like γ-radiation, neutral
while at the same time having a finite rest mass. Cocconi showed that neutrons were also produced
in cosmic ray showers and hence are a component of natural radiation.

So Zog, Og and all their descendants have not only enjoyed the warmth of the sun and seen
by its light. They have also basked in α-,β-, and γ-rays, muons and neutrons, all unfamiliar to them
perhaps, but just as much a part of the natural environment.

Instrumentation

While for millenia scientific observation relied on the innate instrumentation of the five
senses, ultimately the limitations inherent in these remarkable abilities was reached. The basis for
all the modern instrumentation of radiation physics was established in the nineteenth century. The
twentieth century saw the enhancement of this instrumentation largely through the development of
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electronics. The emphasis here will be on instrumentation dedicated to the determination of attributes
of ionizing radiation.

It is fitting that the first instrument developed for quantitative measurements, and one that
provides the fundamentals of standardisation today is based upon the ionising ability of the radiation,
and is a direct descendant of Coulomb's experiment. After several variations by several workers, in
1787 Bennet developed the gold leaf electroscope, in which charge is allowed to distribute over
conductors one of which is a gold leaf. The leaf  assumes an angular deflection as a result of
repulsion. This instrument was applied intensively by the Curies for radioassaying their samples in
the early 1900s. The samples were placed in a chamber connected to the electroscope. This became
the ionization chamber. In this application the rate of collapse of the leaf was determined, and acted
as a measure of the ionizing current induced in the air by the radiation. Currents as small as 10-16

amperes could be readily measured. A variation of the standard system was introduced by Hoffman
and others in 1926. In order to gain more sensitivity for γ- and cosmic ray work the chamber was
filled with gas under high pressure.

An important precedent was set by Rutherford and Geiger in 1908 when they devised the first
counter. The counter relied on the initiation of a discharge in a gas at low pressure by an individual
alpha particle. The momentary current induced through a load resistor was detected by the
corresponding momentary deflection of an electrometer in parallel with the load. This was the
prototype for the famous GM tube developed by Geiger and Muller in 1928. In the author's opinion
this is a wonderful instrument, elegant in its simplicity and faithful in its reliability. The very large
signals produced need no amplification and it is readily made portable. Perhaps no other radiation
physics instrument has achieved the fame or been so widely used. Of course with simplicity comes
limitations. The detector has very poor sensitivity for electromagnetic radiation. It also provides no
direct information regarding the type or energy distribution of the radiation. Nevertheless, by
studying the variation of count rate with absorber thickness some crude information could be
obtained indirectly.     

Hoffman and Lindholm (1928) observed sudden jumps in an electrometer connected to an
ionization chamber caused by cosmic ray bursts. This was the forerunner to the observation of single
events in an ionization chamber referred to as pulse mode operation in contrast to current mode
where the collective effect of the radiation is determined. Since the ionization produced by an event
is proportional to the energy deposited by the particle causing the event, the potential for non-
dispersive spectrometry was evident. However, even at the highest energies the height of the pulse
produced was very small so realization of this development hinged on the development of electronic
amplifiers. 

The field of electronics began with the development of the vacuum tube triode by Lee de
Forest in 1907. In 1930 Rossi developed the coincidence circuit for detecting time correlated events
induced in two or more GM detectors. The bistable multivibrator, known more affectionately as the
flip-flop, was introduced by Wynn-Williams in 1931, and the electronic counter was born. In 1938
Schmitt developed the trigger circuit with hysteresis which bears his name.

In 1933 Hafstadt showed that a triode could be used as an electrometer capable of detecting both
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steady currents of as low as 2 electrons per second  and pulses from an ionization chamber of 1500
electrons. Pulse ionization chambers were operated in the slow mode in which the pulse height was
recorded only after the charge from the slow moving positive ions was collected. In order to analyse
higher event rates the counter was operated in the fast mode in which only the electrons were
collected. It was soon realized that the relation between pulse height and energy in this mode
depended upon the position in the chamber at which the ionization was created. This rendered the
system unsuitable for all but rough estimates of the energy spectra. This problem was not overcome
until the introduction of the grid by Frisch in 1944.

Geiger and Klemperer introduced the proportional counter mode in 1928. The intrinsic controlled
multiplication produced larger signals than the ion chamber, and the dependance on position was
significantly reduced. In 1944, Frisch developed the multichannel pulse height analyser or "kick
sorter" and the field of pulse spectrometry was born. In 1948-49 Curran, Angus and Cockroft and
independently Hanna, Kirkwood and Pontecorvo used proportional counters to determine the spectra
of low energy beta-particles and X-rays. Since the range of electrons at higher energies exceeds the
dimensions of the counter its role as a non-dispersive spectrometer is limited. It remains a popular
device for activity determinations, having the advantage of a shorter response time than the GM tube,
and a higher energy to voltage conversion gain than the ionization chamber.

It was Crookes and Regener in 1908 who first observed scintillations induced by α-particles on a
phosphorescent ZnS screen, thereby foreshadowing the development of the scintillation detector.
Regener used visual scintillation counting in determining the charge on the α-particle in an
experiment that preceded the Geiger counter method. Of course this method was used in the historic
α-scattering experiments of Geiger and Marsden which led Rutherford to conclude that the positive
atomic charge was concentrated in a compact core, the nucleus.

This development could not be finalized until work involving two other phenomena were completed
and combined into a sensitive means of detecting the relatively small number of photons emitted in
the scintillation. The first of these was the famous photoelectric effect in solids, first observed by
Hertz as mentioned above. In 1900 Lenard showed that this effect corresponded to the liberation of
electrons by the action of light. In the next decade experiments by many researchers delineated the
details of the process, which led Einstein to the photon interpretation in 1905. 

In 1909, O von Baeyer showed that a fast electron releases several secondary electrons following
collision with a metal surface, resulting in electron multiplication. In 1919 Slepian patented the
electron multiplier in which a primary electron initiates a cascade of such processes along a series
of surfaces, each in the form of an electrode referred to as a dynode. The first photomultiplier, in
which a photon generates the primary electron via the photoelectric effect, was developed by
Zworykin, Morton and Malter at RCA in 1938. This device is the most sensitive detector of light
available. 

In 1944, Curran and Baker used the RCA 1P21 photomultiplier to detect α-particle scintillations in
ZnS. In 1947 Kallman detected scintillations in large transparent blocks of napthalene induced by
β-particles and γ-rays. This was the both the first organic scintillator used and also, via its larger size
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the first high efficiency γ-detector. A major advance was the discovery of the NaI(Tl) scintillator by
Hofstadter in 1948. These devices were to dominate the field of γ-ray spectroscopy for approximately
the next 3 decades. They are still of great value in routine detection but their role in spectroscopy has
been relaced by solid state detectors with much higher resolution. A major application is in the
scintillation camera developed by Anger in 1950 and found in all departments of Nuclear Medicine
where it is used for imaging administered radionuclides.

Accelerators

The first accelarator was the Crooke's tube which lead to the X-ray machine. These were of course
very low energy electron accelerators. Accelerating voltages of the order of 100 kV were achieved
during the first 3 decades of the twentieth century. In 1932, Cockroft and Walton used a voltage
multiplying circuit with a multiplying factor of 4 to develop the first successful particle accelerator
for nuclear research, accelerating protons to 400 keV. In 1931, Van de Graaf demonstrated the
principle of the belt-driven electrostatic generator. The first successful machine based on this
principle was a 600 kV accelerator developed by Tuve in 1933, followed by a larger 1.3 MV
machine in 1935, both of which were used to accelerate both protons and deuterons.  In 1932
Lawrence and Livingston constructed the first cyclotron, producing 1 MeV protons. It is also notable
that in 1939, a cyclotron producing 20 MeV deuterons was constructed solely for medical purposes
by the California group. In 1940, Kerst developed the betatron, accelerating electrons to 2.3 MeV
by magnetic induction and thereby commencing the development of what are in essence high energy
X-ray machines for radiotherapy. Further progress hinged on two nearly concurrent developments,
one technical and the second theoretical. The first was the development of microwave techniques,
largely an outgrowth of radar research during the second world war. The second was the
development of an understanding of phase stability. In 1947 Hansen constructed the first electron
linear accelarator, which achieved an energy of 6 MeV and was based upon a magnetron source. The
magnetron was replaced by the klystron, developed by Varian, and the subsequent Stanford
machines, culminating in the mark III machine, which achieved 1 BeV in 1960, became prototypes
for the standard medical units which tend to operate at 25 MeV. The further development of
accelarators has been toward extremely high energies in which each generation is a unique machine.

Applications

The use of radiation in medicine recedes into antiquity. The rays of the sun were always
considered as healing, until very recently, when it has been noted that the ultraviolet component may
induce melanoma.

The application of X-rays to diagnostic medicine was virtually immediate upon their
discovery. Roentgen radiographed his wife’s hand. In 1896 two French physicians reported on a
radiograph of the hand to the French Academy. By 1898 portable X-ray machines were in use by the
British army. In 1896, X-rays were used for cancer therapy by Grubber and Pratt in Chicago, and
Despeignes in Lyon. From these activities evolved the fields of radiology and cancer therapy.
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The application of radioisotopes had to await the isolation of radium. Becquerel, who carried
a sample of radium in his pocket, found that it induced lesions, as had many of the X-ray users,
beginning with Gruber, who had injured his left hand by over exposure. Cancer treatment using the
radiations from a radium sample was first attempted in Paris in 1901. The use of isotopes as tracers,
in particular with respect to human metabolism was pioneered by de Hevesy commencing in the
early years of the twentieth century. This lead ultimately to the development of nuclear medicine.

The early X-ray machines were quite primitive and extremely difficult to control. The
accelerating voltage was measured by the length of the spark gap produced. The field intensity was
determined qualitatively by observation of the hand using fluorescence detection. As a result
numerous and severe radiation injuries were suffered. In many cases the users in particular lost
fingers and hands which had to be amputated to prevent the spread of the cancer induced. A technical
assistant of Edison, Dally, who  was attempting to develop a fluorescent light induced by X-rays
suffered severe injuries, and died in 1905 almost certainly as a result.

The ability of radiation to induce fluorescence was used to produce luminous dials on metres
and watches. A mixture of radium and the fluor was painted on the dial. This became a relatively large
industry with the onset of the first world war. The women employed in this task formed a fine point
on the paint brush by wetting the tip in their mouth and as a consequence ingested relatively large
quantities of radium. By 1922 it became obvious that many of the workers were dying from bone
cancer as a result of this practice. At about the same time, an increase in the incidence of lung cancer
was reported among uranium miners in Czechoslovakia.  While many authors attribute the death of
Madame Curie herself to the effects of radiation, this has recently been disputed.

The accumulation of such evidence of the potential of radiation to produce deleterious effects
in mankind lead the British to form the X-ray and Radium Protection Committee in 1921. This was
the beginning of the field of radiation protection. At the first International Congress of Radiology held
in 1925, the International Committee on Radiation Units , the ICRU was formed. The immediate
concern was the establishment of an objective measure of the radiation field, although the concepts
were not clearly formulated at this early date. The Roentgen was defined and adopted. At the second
Congress of 1928, the International Committee on Radiation Protection, the ICRP was formed, lead
largely by members of the previously mentioned British committee. The United States formed parallel
organizations, the National Committee on Radiation Units (NCRU) and the National Committee on
Radiation Protection (NCRP) as well.

As early as 1929, Dauvillier, Labord and Saget in the Jour. de  Radiol. Et d’Electr. questioned
the applicability of the Roentgen as a unit relevant to biological effects since it was based on ionization
of air. They recommended instead a unit based upon energy density. This was elaborated on by Newell
in 1933. Such a unit was adopted by the ICRU in 1953 and called the rad, later to be replaced by the
Gray, which was consistent with the SIU rationalization of scientific units.

In 1928, Gray independently developed a theory of experimental dosimetry, which had actually
been formulated somewhat differently in an earlier work by Bragg in 1912. In a second more extensive
paper, presented to the Royal Society by Rutherford in 1936, Gray developed what became, with
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subsequent modifications the foundation of the theory of cavity dosimeters. Refinements were made
by Spenser and Attix at the then National Bureau of Standards and an extension was developed by
Burlin.

In 1938, at the Kaiser Wilhelm institute in Berlin, the radiochemists Hahn and Strassman
separated a radioisotope of barium from neutron irradiated uranium. As pointed out by Meitner and
Frisch this result implied the fissioning of the uranium nucleus. It was soon realized that this reaction
released an enormous 200 MeV of energy, 8 orders greater than the energy liberated in chemical
reactions. With the outbreak of the second world war the potential application of this reaction to
warfare in the form of a weapon became obvious, and work commenced by all combatants to develop
such a weapon. The British project was code-named the tube alloy project, while the American effort
was the more famous Manhattan project, supervised by Groves and Oppenheimer. Under the direction
of Fermi, in 1943 the world’s first reactor was developed at Stagg’s field, the university of Chicago.
Ultimately two weapons one based on 235U and one based upon 239Pu were developed and used against
Japan. 

Following the war conferences were held on the peaceful uses of atomic energy, and many
nations developed nuclear reactors for research and energy sources. The first power reactor on the
American continent was constructed for the Duquesne Light Company of Pittsburgh in 1955. A
remarkable example was the Calder Hall gas-cooled reactor built in Britain in the 1950s which
remained in operation for about 40 years.

The development of reactors and accelerators has enabled the production of artificial
radioisotopes for medical use and large quantities are produced for this purpose. In Canada, the first
research reactors were developed at Chalk River, ZEEP, NRX and NRU, the latter, built around 1953
is still in operation. In 1957 an American-designed reactor was installed at McMaster. Canadian power
reactors based on heavy water cooling and moderation were developed by the reactor engineering
group of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, initially under the inspiration of W.B.Lewis. Units are
operated in Ontario and New Brunswick. As with all nations, the government has established a
regulatory body, originally the Atomic Energy Control Board, to oversee the safety of nuclear
installations. The agency has recently been renamed the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission.       

Radiation Science

The fact that all matter exists in a sea of radiation has of course prompted the study of this fact
and its consequences as discussed in the foregoing sections. This field of study may be called radiation
science, and associated with it are applied fields in engineering and medicine. Of the three branches
of radiation physics, radiation physics, radiation chemistry, and radiobiology, the last two focus
primarily on the consequences. Radiation physics treats both the nature of radiation itself and the
alterations it produces in matter. In so doing both a macroscopic and microscopic approach is used.
The former provides a generic description of the average behaviour of radiation. The latter investigates
the detailed dependence of the behaviour on the individual properties of the radiation, such as type and
energy, and the structure of the molecules etc. involved in the interaction.

After a section on necessary background the macroscopic description is introduced in the third
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f(r,E,t)'mf̃(ξ,t)d 2Ω (1)

f̂(r,t)'mf̃(ξ,t)d 3E'mf(E,t)dE (2)

F̃(ξ)'mf̃(ξ,t)dt (3)

and fourth sections. Three sections involving the microscopic investigation of specific interactions
follow, and then we return to the macroscopic description in sections on radiative transport and
dosimetry.  This is followed by a brief discussion of microdosimetry, followed by some practical
applications. Finally a brief survey of the physics of non-ionizing radiation is included.

We shall find that the mathematical description of radiation processes requires a six-
dimensional space. The simplest quantities are then time dependant functions of a single point in this
space and hence may be written where ξ is a six-dimensional vector. Thus there are already 7f̃(ξ,t)
variables. Moreover functions of two points would involve 13 variables and so on. 

Physically this six dimensional space can be decomposed into the product of two three-
dimensional spaces, so that the point can be written . The first three components correspond toξ'r,E
the coordinates of a point in what we normally call space, but must be referred to in this context as
configuration space. The second three define a point in a variant of momentum space. A polar
coordinate system is used in almost all cases, so . Here E is the kinetic energy and the anglesE'E,θ,φ
define the direction of motion. The six-dimensional volume element is .There ared 6ξ'd 3rdEd 2Ω
several quantities related to a single point function, and where possible a consistent notation and
terminology is used. Such functions are angular spectra. If the direction is of no interest then a
spectrum is generated by integration over the directional variables

If neither energy or direction are of interest then a total quantity is generated by integration over
momentum space 

In some cases the time integral is of interest and could be calculated for any of the three quantities. For
the most fundamental quantity one has

Generating corresponding functions  and is accomplished by integrations of  overF(r,E) F̂(r) F̃(ξ)
directional variables or momentum space respectively. 

Past conventions preclude strict adherence to the above in all cases, but an effort has been made
to be consistent where possible. Fortunately we do not have to deal with the general case of two point
functions of the form . Firstly in all such cases of interest the point in configuration space isg̃(ξN,ξ)
common so that . Secondly the dependence on the 4 angular coordinates takes the special formξN'r,EN
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g(EN*E)'mg̃(EN*E)d 2Ω'mg̃(EN*E)d 2ΩN (4)

ĝ(E)'mg̃(EN*E)d 3EN'mg(EN*E)dEN (5)

, ie depends only upon the angle between the unit vectors defined by the(EN@E)/(ENE)'ΩN@Ω
directional coordinates.  Such a function which strictly should be written, willg̃(r,EN,E,ΩN@Ω,t)
be shortened to . Associated functions are:g̃(EN*E)

and

 
There are cases which arise where the energy is an invariant and its specification is unnecessary. Then
single point functions such as  and two point functions such as  are used.f̃(r,Ω,t) g̃(ΩN*Ω)


